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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Required</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
<th>Who May Be Affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicate to Staff about updates to Manual 6</td>
<td>5/15/2019</td>
<td>All stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Annual review of Manual 6 per Manual 34
  – Clarifications to better describe existing rules and processes including:
    • Firm Point-to-Point Transmission ARRs
    • Firm Point-to-Point Transmission FTRs
  – Conforming changes per recent FTR market changes including:
    • FTR Mark-to-Auction Credit Requirement
    • FTR Default Settlement
    • FTR Forfeiture Hourly Cost Component
• Updated section 6.7 to include Mark-to-Auction credit requirement
  – Added language to describe process and calculation of Mark-to-Auction credit requirement
  – ER19-945-000
• Updated section 6.8 to conform to settlement of FTRs instead of liquidation upon default
  – Removed language for liquidation of Member’s FTRs upon default
  – Added language for settlement of Member’s FTRs upon default
  – ER19-19-000, ER19-19-001
• Updated section 8.6 to conform with the FTR Forfeiture Hourly Cost Component calculation change from Month to Period
  – OA/Tariff changes endorsed at April MIC and April MRC
  – Pending June MC endorsement
• Updated multiple sections to align with OASIS Refresh and updated process for Firm Point-to-Point ARRs
  – Removed OASIS as location for notification to PJM of ARRs desired, and acceptance or rejection of ARRs
  – Removed OASIS as location for notification from PJM of ARRs awarded
  – Sections 3.2, 3.2.1
Updated multiple sections to align with OASIS Refresh and updated process for Firm Point-to-Point FTRs

- Removed OASIS as location for notification to PJM of FTRs desired, and acceptance or rejection of FTRs
- Removed OASIS as location for notification from PJM of FTRs awarded
- Sections 5.3, 5.3.1
• Updated section 2.1 reference to PJM eTools to FTRCenter for clarity
Next Steps

- May MRC - First Read
- June MRC - Endorse changes/publish Version 22